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ABSTRACT 

This article reviews the new superstructure and cable system for the pedestrian suspension 
bridge over Varbitza river, situated in Rodopi mountain of Bulgaria. The bridge connects the town 
of Momchilgrad with the village of Sedlare, bridging the river in a single span. The 
distance between the two concrete pylons is 169m.  The span of the main steel truss girders is 155m 
with a clear distance between them of 2,50m. The design was made in 2005 and the 
bridge was constructed in 2007. In 2021 (nearly fifteen years after its completion) side inspection 
of its service condition was made by the authors. The results of the findings are discussed in this 
article as well.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The project for the reconstruction of the existing suspension bridge, between the town of 
Momchilgrad and the village of Sedlare, over the Varbitza river, was initiated by the 
Municipality of Momchilgrad in 2005. The existing superstructure was in a very bad condition 
(Figure 1) and needed replacement. The project also included strengthening of the concrete 
pylons and one-sided concrete ramp as well as the design of new anchor blocks for the main cables. 

Figure 1: Bridge superstructure before the reconstruction  

Since the project was for reconstruction the existing concrete pylons and substructure, except 
the anchor blocks) must be used for the new superstructure. Thus, keeping the 169m distance 
between the pylons and 155m span for the stiffening girder. 

At that time the authors were part of the awarded design team and were responsible for the 
design of the cable system and bridge superstructure. 

2 DESCRIBTION OF THE NEW SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The new superstructure consists of a pair of parallel steel truss stiffening girders. The chosen 
truss type is a modified Warren truss, without verticals. The axial distance between the two steel 
truss girders is 2650mm. The top and bottom chord of each truss are parallel with axial distance of 
1500mm (structural height of the truss), which corresponds to slenderness ratio of h/L appr. 1/100. 
The trusses are made totally from rectangular hollow section steel profiles, with welded nodes 
without gusset plates (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Cross section (left) and Stiffening girder during production (right)  

The deck is situated on the bottom chord level of the steel trusses. It consists of steel I cross 
girders, spaced at 1270mm apart, on top of which permanent formwork from profiled steel sheeting 
is fixed and a concrete slab is cast. 

Horizontal longitudinal truss bracing is envisaged between the steel cross girders, below the 
concrete slab. To reduce the span of this bracing and to add additional horizontal stiffness to the 
superstructure, horizontal cable system was also developed. This system consists of four additional 
open spiral strands with diameter 16mm, each one anchored in a separate concrete block situated on 
the riverbank. Each pair of horizontal cables support the steel truss bracing at a distance 50,8m from 
its end supports. The horizontal cables are having 30 deg angle to the bridge axis. 

The new main cables are full locked coil type with diameter 31mm, four in total, two for each 
stiffening girder. They pass continuously over the pilons and are anchored into the new concrete 
anchor blocks situated on each riverbank. Each cable ends with block bridge socket, anchored with 
two anchor bolts M33 to the concrete block. The steel saddles over the pilons are placed over PTFE 
plates to allow longitudinal horizontal movements thus reducing the horizontal forces exerted into 
the pilons. The main cables are rigidly connected at midspan to the stiffening girder.  

The hangers are spaced 5080mm apart. They are made of open spiral strands with diameter 
11mm. Each hanger is ending on both sides with open swaged socket.  


